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Abstract10
Purpose: In view of the potential of treatment plan optimization based on nanodosi-11
metric quantities, fast Monte Carlo methods for obtaining nanodosimetric quantities12
in macroscopic volumes are important. In this work, a ”fast” method for obtaining13
nanodosimetric parameters from a clinical proton pencil beam in a macroscopic vol-14
ume is compared with a slow and detailed method. Furthermore, the variations of15
these parameters, when obtained with the Monte Carlo codes TOPAS and NOREC,16
are investigated.17
Methods: Monte Carlo track structure simulations of 1 keV - 100MeV protons and18
12 eV - 1MeV electrons in a volume of 8 nm3 liquid water provided us with an atlas19
of cluster size distributions. Two kinds of ionization cluster size distributions were20
recorded, counting all ionizations or only ionizations directly produced by the primary21
particle.22
The simulations of the proton pencil beam were performed in two different ways. A23
”fast” method where only the protons were simulated and a ”slow and detailed” method24
where protons and electrons were simulated in order to obtain spectra at different25
depths. The obtained spectra were then convoluted with cluster size distributions.26
Results: It was shown that the nanodosimetric quantity F2 from the ”fast” method27
is, depending on the location, between 43.6% and 63.6% smaller than the F2 obtained28
by the ”slow and detailed” method. However, it was also shown that variations of29
nanodosimetric quantities are even larger when the cluster size distributions of the30
electrons are simulated with the Monte Carlo code NOREC, i.e. the cumulative F231
probabilities obtained with NOREC were between 50.8% and 75.5% smaller than the32
F2 probabilities obtained with TOPAS.33
Conclusions: As long as the uncertainties of different Monte Carlo codes are not34
improved, it is feasible to only simulate protons in a macroscopic volume. It must be35
noted however, that the uncertainty is in the order of 100%.36
37
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I. Introduction54
The use of ionizing radiation to treat cancer has a long history. Many types of radiations have55
been used to achieve the best possible tumor control. It has been found that the quantity56
absorbed dose is not adequate to describe the biological effectiveness of ionizing radiation.57
The absorbed dose required to produce a given biological effect depends among others on58
radiation quality, which is defined by the type and energy of particles forming a radiation59
field. Therefore, the assessment of the absorbed dose alone is not sufficient to determine60
the biological effectiveness of ionizing radiation in radiotherapy. To remedy this deficiency61
the concept of the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) was introduced. RBE of a given62
radiation is defined as the ratio of the reference dose (usually high energetic photons) to the63
dose of the test radiation which produces the same defined biological damage.64
In order to understand the different biological impacts of different radiation qualities as65
well as to study the stochastic nature of radiation interactions, microdosimetry was founded66
over a half century ago. In microdosimetry it is assumed that microscopic fluctuations67
of energy depositions are important because the response of each cell will depend on the68
energy deposition within the cell. In addition, variations within the dimensions of the cell69
are considered of importance since radiation sensitive targets are on the subcellular level70
(e.g. cell nucleus). Microdosimetry can especially be of value at low doses (e.g. a few mGy),71
where most cells do not receive any energy deposition.1 In case the subcellular structure of72
dosimetric interest is a short segment of DNA, it is called nanodosimetry.273
Nanodosimetry embarks on a new, more fundamental strategy than classical dosimetry.74
The goal of nanodosimetry is to find a physical measurand, which is related to the track75
structure and characterizes the biological damage better than the concept of absorbed dose.76
In nanodosimetry, usually ionization cluster size distributions (ICSD), i.e. number of ioniza-77
tions produced by a particle and/or its secondaries in a specified volume, are measured or78
simulated.3 4 5 6 7 In the following this specified volume is called the basic interaction volume79
(BIV).80
One of the most critical biological damages induced by radiation in the cell is the DNA81
double-strand break, where the DNA is completely separated into at least two parts. A82
DNA double-strand break is usually defined as two single-strand breaks within 10 base-pairs83
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on opposite strands.5 8 9 10 Moreover, it has been shown that double-strand breaks correlate84
well with at least two to five ionizations in spheres with diameters of 1 - 4 nm.11 Therefore,85
important quantities in nanodosimetry are the cumulative cluster size probabilities. The86
cumulative probability F2 describes the probability of a particle track to cause a cluster size87
of two or greater in a basic interaction volume. The size of the basic interaction volume88
is often chosen such that it corresponds to a volume of 10 base-pairs. It is then assumed89
that the cumulative probability F2 in such a volume is proportional to DNA double-strand90
breaks.491
It is currently not possible to perform track structure simulations of realistic treatment92
plans (volume size ∼ 10−2 m3) in a reasonable time. In a study carried out by Casiraghi93
et al.12 the feasibility of carbon-ion and proton plan optimization based on nanodosimetric94
quantities in a simplified geometry of five macroscopic voxels was investigated. The authors95
showed that nanodosimetric quantities can be uniformly distributed in an array of five tar-96
get voxels while simultaneous sparing the adjacent voxels. The reported calculation times97
for their treatment plans was in the order of days and weeks for protons and carbon ions98
respectively.99
Another approach proposed by Alexander et al.13 was to record conditional ionization cluster100
size distributions of protons in cylinders with a diameter of 2.3 nm and a height of 3.4 nm.101
Conditional cluster size distributions give the relative probability to obtain a cluster size since102
they disregard the cluster size zero. The cylinders were superimposed on the proton track103
structure in a water cube with a length of 1 µm. The resulting conditional mean ionization104




3 to obtain a cluster size equal105
or larger than two or three ionizations,respectively, were acquired. The energy dependence106
of these quantities was subsequently fitted with power laws of several parameters.107
Ramos-Méndez et al.14 recently provided a database of cluster size distributions for108
protons and ions scored in 1800 small cylinders (with a length of 3.4 nm and a diameter of109
2.3 nm) which were embedded in a large cylinder (with a length of 161 nm and a diameter of110
30.4 nm) mimicking DNA chromatin fiber. Moreover, a database of the mean cluster size M1,111
the conditional mean cluster size MC21 , the cumulative probability for two or more ioniza-112
tions F2, and the conditional cumulative probability F
C2
3 was provided for 0.5 - 100MeV u
−1
113
protons, 1 - 100MeV u−1 alphas, and 1 - 1000MeV u−1 lithium ions, beryllium ions, boron114
ions, carbon ions, nitrogen ions, and oxygen ions.115
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In addition, Ramos-Méndez and colleagues implemented a fast calculation method to score116
nanodosimetric quantities in treatment planning of proton and ion therapy.14 In their ap-117
proach they utilize the previously calculated database. They simulate proton pencil beams118
and a carbon spread-out Bragg peak in a cubic water phantom. Particle type and energy are119
scored in millimetric sized voxels, the corresponding nanodosimetric quantity is looked-up120
in their database, and is then weighted with either track length or deposited energy. They121
conclude that the deposited energy weighted method approaches the result of full track122
structure simulations. An open question of the method of Ramos-Méndez et al. is, if the123
simulation of only primary particle tracks is accurate enough in a macroscopic volume. Their124
pre-calculated cluster size distributions do not take into account electrons from adjacent pri-125
mary proton tracks, since electrons are not included in the scored spectra, which could lead126
to potential uncertainties.127
In clinical practice, it is important to have short computation times to obtain nanodosi-128
metric parameters in macroscopic volumes, which represent a part of the patient volume.129
In this work, we investigated the feasibility of macroscopic simulations for nanodosimetric130
quantities. For this purpose, we examined two different methods to calculate nanodosimetric131
probabilities from a clinical proton pencil beam at different depths.132
First an atlas of independent cluster size distributions for protons and electrons was acquired.133
Two types of cluster size distributions were included in the atlas. In the first kind, called134
”primaries and secondaries”, all created ionizations were considered. For the second type,135
which was called ”only primaries”, only the ionizations produced by the primary particles136
were counted. In a second step, the spectra of all charged particles from a clinical proton137
pencil beam at different depths of a macroscopic volume were acquired by detailed Monte138
Carlo simulations.139
The obtained particle spectra were then utilized in two ways: In the so-called ”slow and140
detailed” method, the particle spectra of all particles were convoluted with the correspond-141
ing ”only primaries” cluster size distributions. In the second method, which we call the142
”fast” method, the primary proton spectra at different depths were convoluted with the cor-143
responding primaries and secondaries cluster size distributions. Hence, in the ”fast” method144
the contributions of the secondary electrons are only included in the pre-simulated cluster145
size distributions.146
To find out if the ”fast” method, in which only primary particles are simulated in the147
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macroscopic volume, are accurate enough for the calculation of nanodosimetric quantities148
for threatment planning system, it was compared to the time consuming ”slow and detailed”149
method.150
II. Methods151
II.A. Nanodosimetric Simulations of Cluster Size Distributions152
A database of treatment plan independent cluster size distributions has to be simulated only153
once. Cluster size distributions depend on particle type, energy, the size of the volume and154
the material. The cluster size distributions were simulated inside a sphere of water with a155
volume of 8 nm3 (diameter = 2.48 nm). A single sphere was used for the calculations of the156
atlas of cluster size distributions. We call such a sphere in which the ionzations are scored157
the basic interaction volume (BIV). Water is used as a substitute for tissue. For the Monte158
Carlo simulations of the cluster size distributions the GEANT4-DNA extension (Geant4159
version 10.02 patch 01) was used.15 16 17 The default physics constructor was used for liquid160
water. Cluster size distributions were simulated for protons and electrons. For each particle161
type, the validity of the underlying physical model has to be considered. The energy ranges162
chosen were as large as possible and inside the validity range of the underlying model class.163
The primary energies to simulate ionization cluster size distributions for protons and elec-164
trons were 1 keV - 100MeV and 12 eV - 1MeV, respectively. A reasonable number of energy165
bins were chosen such that intervals, where the ionization cluster size distribution changes166
strongly, are covered well. For each radiation energy 105 or 106 histories were simulated,167
such that the relative error on the cluster size distribution is small compared to the errors168
of the simulation codes.169
Two kinds of ionization cluster size distribution were investigated. The first method to170
determine cluster size distributions (termed ”only primaries”) considered only ionizations171
caused by the primary particle itself. For the determination of these ”only primaries” ion-172
ization cluster size distributions, the water sphere with a volume of 8 nm3 was surrounded173
by vacuum. The implemented beam source was a monoenergetic point-source and it was po-174
sitioned at the surface of the water sphere so that the emitted particles initial direction was175
perpendicular to the surface of the sphere. This type of cluster size distribution is needed176
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for the implementation of the ”slow and detailed” method as is explained in section II.C..177
The second kind of ionization cluster size distributions (termed ”primaries and secondaries”)178
considers ionizations from primary and secondary particles. For the determination of these179
ionization cluster size distributions, the spherical basic interaction volume of 8 nm3 was180
placed in the middle of a water cube with an edge length of 400 nm. The monoenergetic181
point-source was positioned on the surface of the spherical basic interaction volume and the182
nitial direction of the emitted particles was perpendicular to that surface. Since the basic183
interaction volume is surrounded by water, it is possible for secondary particles, which left184
the sphere, to scatter back inside and possibly produce additional ionizations in the basic185
interaction volume. This type of ionization cluster size distribution is needed for the ”fast”186
method which is defined in section II.C..187
Moreover, two different Monte Carlo codes were used to simulate ionization cluster size dis-188
tributions from electrons. The reason for this is that simulations of electrons have the highest189
uncertainties, especially for low-energy electrons (< 100 eV), due to differences in interaction190
cross-sections and models used18 19 20 21. The two different Monte Carlo codes used for the191
simulations of the electrons were GEANT4-DNA and NOREC22. NOREC was specifically192
designed to simulate electron tracks in liquid water. From ionization cluster size distribu-193
tions Pν typical nanodosimetric quantities can be determined such as the mean ionization194
cluster size M1 =
∑
∞
ν=1 Pν · ν or the cumulative probability F2 =
∑
∞
ν=2 Pν , where ν is the195
number of ionizations.196
II.B. Particle Spectra Produced by a Clinical Pencil Beam197
To obtain nanodosimetric parameters in a patient sized volume, a proton pencil beam was198
simulated in a water tank with dimensions of 10 cm× 10 cm× 35 cm in x× y × z direction,199
respectively. The phase space of the Gantry 2 at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) was200
used to simulate the proton pencil beam. A large number of 2.5× 107 protons with a201
nominal energy of 99.65MeV were simulated (50 statistically independent samples with202
5× 105 histories each). An initial nominal beam energy spread of 0.7% existed. Proton203
position and momentum direction of the source were sampled with a bivariate 2D Gaussian204
corresponding to an area of 1 cm2.205
The protons were simulated in a water tank with TOPAS 3.0.p1 (Geant4 version 10.02206
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patch 01). The distance from the beam source perpendicular to the water tank surface was207
47.8 cm.208
The goal was to record the particle spectra at different depths. For this reason, 26209
spherical scoring volumes with diameters of 600 µm were placed along the central axis z of210
the water tank. The first scoring volume was placed 5mm from the edge of the water tank211
on the central axis. The spheres were 5mm apart from the next one on the central axis.212
Thus, the last scoring volume was placed 130mm from the edge of the water tank on the213
central axis. The water tank was surrounded by air.214
The interactions in the scoring volume (= 600 µm) and in a 50 µm thick shell sur-215
rounding it are simulated with the track structure Geant4-DNA module with the default216
constructor (option 0). Everywhere else, the interactions are simulated with the con-217
densed history Monte Carlo code using the standard physics modules (g4em-penelope, g4h-218
phy QGSP BIC HP, g4decay, g4ion-binarycascade, g4h-elastic HP, and g4stopping). Out-219
side the spheres with the 700 µm diameter (i.e. where the interactions are simulated by220
condensed-history MC) a range cut of 50 µm is used. This speeds up the simulation time221
since all secondaries with a range of less than 50 µm stop and deposit their energy locally.222
This way it is guaranteed not to cut off particles, which have the potential to traverse the223
scoring surface. Moreover, the simulations of the particle interactions inside the 700 µm224
sphere are detailed, since they are simulated with track structure Monte Carlo simulations.225
The cut is applied to all types of particles and is internally determined through a conversion226
between particle energy and range.227
II.C. Nanodosimetric Quantities From a Clinical Proton Pencil228
Beam229
To obtain nanodosimetric quantities at different depths of the central axis, the scored charged230
particle spectra of the clinical proton pencil beam were convoluted with the cluster size231
distributions. A charged particle equilibrium is assumed in the spheres, i.e. a scored particle232
spectrum on the surface of the 600 µm scoring sphere is assumed to be valid inside the233
sphere as well. Two methods were investigated to obtain the cluster size distributions from234
the simulated charged particle spectra:235
Fast Method:236
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In this method only proton tracks are simulated in the macroscopic237
volume. The proton energy spectra on the surface of the scoring volumes238
are convoluted with the corresponding ionization cluster size distributions.239
The ionization cluster size distributions which consider all ionizations, i.e.240
ionizations from primary and secondary particles, are used. The obtained241









where Φp+ = {E1, ..., EN
p+
} is the proton spectrum on the surface of the244
scoring volume, Np+ is the number of protons scored on the surface and245
Ei is the kinetic energy of the i-th proton.246
Slow and Detailed Method:247
In this method, proton and electron tracks are simulated in the macro-248
scopic geometry. The proton and electron energy spectra on the surfaces249
of the scoring volumes are convoluted with the corresponding ionization250
cluster size distribution. The ionization cluster size distributions, which251
only consider the ionizations produced by the primary particles, are used.252
All cluster size distributions are summed and normalized according to253
equation 2:254















where p+ represents protons, e− represents electrons and P primν repre-255
sents the cluster size distributions, which only consider ionizations created256
by primary particles.257
The probability to produce at least two ionizations was then investigated for the two
methods, because it is believed to be proportional to DNA double-strand breaks as mentioned
above (see I.). For the ”fast” method this probability is F2. To calculate it, the cumulative
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For the ”slow and detailed” method an interference term has to be added to the F2258
values. The interference term has to account for individual and independent particles which259
each produce one ionization inside a basic interaction volume, but combined create two or260
more ionizations:261




















+ P interference (4)
where P interference is the mean interference term. The cases, which contribute to the262
interference term, are discussed in detail and calculated in the appendix IV.A..263
The two types of ionization cluster size distributions are summarized in table 1. The264
types of Monte Carlo simulations used for the two methods in a macroscopic volume are265
summarized in table 2.266
III. Results267
III.A. Database of Ionization Cluster Size Distributions268
The ionization cluster size probability for larger clusters is greater when all ionizations are269
considered compared to when only the ionizations of the primary protons are considered.270
In figures 2 and 3, P1, the probability to produce exactly one ionization, and the cu-271
mulative probability F2 and their energy dependences are shown for protons and electrons.272
The two different ionization cluster size distributions, ”only primaries” and ”primaries and273
secondaries”, as defined in section II.A., result also in different probabilities P1 and different274
cumulative probabilities F2.275
The probability for protons or electrons to interact with molecules decreases for high276
velocities. This is reflected in the decrease of F2 for high energy particles in figures 2 and 3.277
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For low energies, the cross-sections of elastic scattering increase while the ionization cross-278
sections decrease which result in a decrease of the F2 probabilities for particles with low279
energies.280
The behavior of the probability P1 in the case for protons (figure 2) and in the case for281
electrons (figure 3) shows in each case two peaks and can be explained in a similar fashion as282
the behavior of F2. The probability for high energy charged particles to interact with water283
molecules decreases with increasing energy which results in decreasing P1 probabilities. To284
the left of the peak of P1 at high energy, i.e. for decreasing energy, the total ionization285
probability increases. The probabilities for larger cluster sizes increase simultaneously which286
result in lower probabilities P1. Once the peak of the total ionization probability is reached287
(not shown), there is a decrease of the probabilities for large cluster sizes since the cross-288
sections of elastic scattering increase. This results again in an increase of P1 for lower energies289
(first peak). For even lower energies also P1 decreases since the elastic cross-sections are still290
increasing.291
The shift of the first peak of probability P1 for the ”primaries and secondaries”-method292
towards lower energies for protons in figure 2, results from the fact that for low energies the293
influence of the secondary electrons increases substantially. For mid to high energy protons,294
the influence of the secondary electrons is less important. That is the shape of the peak at295
high energy is similar for the two different cluster size methods. Nonetheless, the absolute296
probability of P1 from the ”primaries only”-method is greater than the P1 probability of297
he ”primaries and secondaries”-method. The reason for this is that the secondary electrons298
still have influence and increase the probability for larger clusters and hence simultaneously299
decrease the probability for one ionization.300
The total ionization probabilities for TOPAS are larger than for NOREC. This results also301
in larger F2 values for TOPAS compared to NOREC as can be seen in figure 3.302
III.B. Electron Spectra and Number of Electrons per Proton in the303
Scoring Spheres304
Protons and electrons were recorded up to the 16th sphere located at 80mm along the z-axis.305
Farther away on the z-axis, the protons and electrons did not reach any scoring surface. The306
electron and proton energy spectra scored on the surface of the fifteenth scoring sphere along307
the z-axis at 80mm are shown in figure 4. The spectra are shifted towards lower energies308
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for deeper located spheres. Also the relative number of electrons to protons increases (see309
table 3 for specific numbers).310
From the charged particle spectra along the central axis, the mean electron and proton311
energies were determined. From the electron energy spectra the range spectra was obtained.312
The energy-range conversion values were acquired from Wilson et al.23. The median electron313
range in the first 16 spheres along the z-axis was 6.8 nm for each sphere. Additionally, the314
mean numbers of scored electrons per proton on the surfaces of the spheres along the z-axis315
were determined and are listed in table 3.316
III.C. F2 Obtained with the ”Fast” and with the ”Slow and De-317
tailed” Method for a Clinical Proton Pencil Beam318
The cumulative probability F2 at 5mm as a function of the number of simulated primary319
protons is shown in figure 5. For the ”slow and detailed” method, the cumulative probabili-320
ties obtained with TOPAS (triangle pointing upwards) and with NOREC (triangle pointing321
downwards) are shown.322
The ”fast” method converges quickly to a constant value, whereas the ”slow and detailed”323
method requires a larger number of histories to be simulated in order to converge. More-324
over, the ”fast” method produces a cumulative F2, which lies between the cumulative F2’s325
of the two approaches of the ”slow and detailed” method. The ”slow and detailed” method326
where the electron cluster size distributions were calculated with NOREC produced the low-327
est value for the cumulative F2 at the first scorer. The second approach of the ”slow and328
detailed” method, where the electron cluster size distributions were calculated with TOPAS,329
results in the largest values for the cumulative F2’s at the location of the first scorer.330
The mean probabilities F2 obtained with the ”fast” and the ”slow and detailed” methods331
along the central axis z are shown in figure 6. The F2 obtained from the ”fast” method,332
where the spectrum of the protons was convoluted with the ionization cluster size distri-333
butions of the primary protons and secondary electrons, are represented with star symbols.334
The mean probabilities F2 obtained from the ”slow and detailed” method are represented335
by triangles (pointing upwards when the electron cluster sizes were simulated with TOPAS336
and pointing downwards when simulated with NOREC). As can be seen, the ”fast” method337
yields mean cumulative probabilities F2 which are always between the probabilities obtained338
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by the ”slow and detailed” method, where the electrons were simulated with NOREC and339
where the electrons were simulated with TOPAS.340
The ”fast” method is expected to yield the same results for F2 as the ”slow and detailed”341
TOPAS method but instead large differences are observed. A possible explanation for the342
observed differences can be that the contributions of electrons from the same track further343
away and from adjacent proton tracks have a non-negligible effect on the ionization distri-344
butions. The percentages of electrons neglected in the ”fast” method were estimated and345
are listed in table 3. A detailed calculation of the estimation of the neglected number of346
electrons is given in the appendix IV.B..347
IV. Discussion348
An open question, when obtaining nanodosimetric quantities for proton treatment planning,349
is, whether fast macro Monte Carlo codes, combined with track structure simulations for the350
secondary particles, are accurate enough for the determinations of the cluster size distribu-351
tions as suggested by Ramos-Méndez et al.14. A limitation of this method is the potential352
contamination of proton tracks with electrons from adjacent protons. By comparing ”proton353
only” simulations with detailed simulations of all protons and electrons using TOPAS, it was354
observed that the ”proton only approach” yields on average a 48% error in the nanodosi-355
metric quantity F2 compared to the ”slow and detailed” method. It was shown that this356
uncertainty is related to the omission of electrons which were created further away. There-357
fore, the calculation of nanodosimetric quantities with a ”proton only approach” must be358
used with care.359
Another important finding is the impact of the different Monte Carlo codes on the cluster360
size distributions of electrons. It was found, that on average the F2 probabilities, where the361
electron cluster sizes were obtained with NOREC, were 55% smaller than the F2 probabilities362
where all cluster sizes were obtained with TOPAS. One reason for this deviation is the use of363
different cross-sections and models for electron interactions. The total ionization probability364
in a basic interaction volume over all energies is 30% lower for electrons simulated with365
NOREC compared to the total ionization probability obtained with TOPAS. This result is366
in agreement with the findings of Incerti et al.16 who showed that on average more energy367
is required to produce an ion in liquid water with NOREC compared to Geant4-DNA (con-368
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structor options 2,4, and 6) (see figure 5 in16). Hence, more research is needed for obtaining369
precise electron interaction cross-sections.370
It was observed, that the cumulative cluster size probabilities for clusters greater or equal to371
one produced by an electron is always greater in the simulations with TOPAS than in the372
simulations with NOREC (e.g. see figure 3). As a result F2 from NOREC is always smaller373
than the TOPAS F2 as shown in figure 3. Similar results were obtained before by Lazarakis374
et al. where Geant4-DNA produced systematically larger ionization clusters for electrons375
below 300 eV than the Monte Carlo code PTra.18376
In figure 5, the ”fast” method converges with only a few numbers of simulated particles,377
whereas the ”slow and detailed” method requires a much larger number of particles to be378
simulated in order for F2 to converge. An explanation for this rapid convergence of the379
”fast” method is that the scored energy spectra of the protons never exceed two orders of380
magnitude (see figure 4). Additionally, most protons have high energies where their cumula-381
tive probability F2 is not changing strongly (see the energy dependence of F2 for protons in382
figure 2). In contrast the energy spectra of the electrons span over more than five orders of383
magnitudes and more important these electron spectra are for lower energies where they span384
over the whole range of changing F2 values (see the energy dependence of F2 for electrons in385
figure 3). Hence, more particles are required to adequately cover the whole energy range and386
their corresponding F2 values in case of the electrons. Accordingly the ”slow and detailed”387
method requires more number of particles as well since the F2 values of the electrons are388
taken into consideration separately.389
It has been shown that the ”fast” method, where only protons are simulated, is essentially390
inadequate to describe cluster size distributions and hence F2 probabilities. However, it has391
also been shown that the F2 probabilities of the ”slow and precise” method, where the elec-392
tron cluster sizes were simulated with NOREC, deviate even more from the F2 probabilities393
of the slow and precise method, where the electrons were simulated with TOPAS, than the394
F2 probabilities from the ”fast” method. Therefore, as long as the electron Monte Carlo395
codes cross-sections and models are not improved, it is feasible to use the ”fast” proton396
method. It must be noted however, that the uncertainty is of the order of 100%. Addition-397
ally, an alternative construction option (option 4) with improved cross-sections and with an398
alternative elastic scattering model is available in Geant4-DNA.24 This results in strongly399
enhanced excitations relative to ionizations, more accurate ionization cross-sections near the400
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binding energies and a less accurate elastic scattering model at low energies.25 Especially,401
for electrons with an energy below 100 eV, significantly lower ionization cross-sections are402
obtained with this alternative option.26 It is to be assumed that with these alternative cross-403
sections the difference between NOREC and TOPAS would be reduced. Nevertheless, the404
mean F2 values obtained with option 4 will very likely still be larger than the F2 values405
from NOREC since the mean energy required to produce an ionization is still consistently406
larger in NOREC as can be seen in figure 5 in the publication of Incerti et al.16. If the407
result of NOREC or option 4 of the Geant4-DNA Monte Carlo code are closer to reality is408
still undetermined. Hence, further investigation of the impact of these cross-sections on the409
cumulative probability F2 in a macroscopic volume could be interesting.410
In physics the gold standard to verify results is to compare them with measurements. Un-411
fortunately, it is not yet possible to measure cluster size distributions in biological tissue. A412
detector, which would be able to determine the cluster sizes in a phantom, representing a pa-413
tient, needs to fulfil additional requirements compared to a nanodosimeter which determines414
a cluster size in one volume. Such a detector needs to be able to measure single ionizations415
over a large area with high resolution. One possible nanodosimetric detector which could416
be able to measure such cluster sizes along the primary particle track is the track imaging417
detector currently developed at University of Zurich and firstly suggested by Bashkirov et418
al.27 2 28 29 30419
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Appendix420
IV.A. Interference Contributions to F2421
If in the ”slow and detailed” method only the cumulative probabilities F2 of the individual422
and independent particles are considered, then the probabilities to produce two or more423
ionizations is underestimated. The cases when several independent particles which ionize424
once but combine to clusters of two or more ionizations together have to be taken into425
account. These interference probabilities depend on the mean number of electrons per proton.426
Since we are interested in the probability to have more than two ionizations in a basic427
interaction volume we have to account for these cases in the ”slow and detailed” method.428
The mean contributions per proton can be calculated as following:429
The mean interference probability assuming there are nep electrons per proton is given by430
equation 5:431




















1 are the mean probabilities of the protons and electrons to432
produce one ionization, respectively.433
The mean number of electrons per proton nep is usually not a natural number (i.e.434
nep /∈ N). To calculate the mean interference probability in each sphere, the interference435
probabilities were calculated for the two closest natural numbers and averaged accordingly.436
IV.B. Estimating the Number of Electrons Neglected by the437
”Fast” Method438
The difference of the ”fast” method and the ”slow and detailed” method when the same439
Monte Carlo code is used presumably comes from excessive number of electrons in the ”slow440
and detailed” method which ionize outside of the basic interaction volume where they were441
created. The ”fast” method only takes the electrons into consideration which are generated442
and ionize inside the basic interaction volumes.443
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For verification purposes, the ”fast” method should be reproducible by the ”slow and444
detailed” method when using less electrons. For that purpose the number of electrons per445
proton in the scoring surface which would come from single basic interaction volumes has to446
be estimated. For this estimation two layers of basic interaction volumes which adjoin the447
scoring surface are considered since the velocity vector of these electrons is assumed to be448
isotropic (see figure 7).449
To estimate the number of electrons of the ”fast” method which would intersect the450
scoring surface two layers of basic interaction volumes which adjoin the scoring surface are451
considered since the velocity vector of these electrons is assumed to be isotropic (see figure 7).452
The number of electrons which are produced by a proton track is proportional to the453
number of basic interaction volumes traversed by the proton. Thus the number of scored454
electrons is proportional to the mean chord length of a parallel proton beam through a455




× (R3 − r3)
R2
(6)
where R is the outer and r the inner radius of the spherical shell.31457
By traversing a spherical shell with an outer radius R = 300 µm+2.5 nm and an inner radius458
r = 300 µm − 2.5 nm, the mean chord length L equals 20 nm, hence a proton intersects459
on average 8 basic interaction volumes. The mean number of electrons produced by a460
proton in the basic interaction volume was simulated for the mean proton energies of the461
scoring surfaces. The resulted number of electrons coming from the layers of basic interaction462
volumes adjoining the scoring spheres are listed above in table 3.463
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Figure 1: The spherical scoring volume, here the inner, dark blue sphere, has a diameter of
600 µm and is surrounded by a 50 µm thick shell. In these 700 µm spheres track structure
Monte Carlo simulations are performed to assure that the scored spectra on the surfaces of
the 600 µm spheres are accurate.
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Figure 2: The energy dependence of F2 in the basic interaction volume with a diameter
of 2.48 nm corresponding to a volume of 8 nm3 for protons. ”Only primaries” refers to the
ionization cluster size distributions where the contributions of the secondary particles were
excluded as defined in II.A..
Table 3: Location of the scoring sphere on the central axis, mean energy of the scored
electrons, mean range of the scored electrons, mean energies of the scored protons, the mean
number of electrons per proton in the surfaces of the scoring spheres, and the mean number
of electrons per proton in the scoring spheres originated in two layers of basic interaction








−/p+ e−/p+ in two layer of BIVs
0.5 21.7 24 867 95.5 0.62 0.24
1.0 21.1 23 230 91.6 0.61 0.25
1.5 20.1 20 728 87.7 0.62 0.25
2.0 19.5 20 608 83.7 0.65 0.27
2.5 18.6 18 061 79.5 0.68 0.28
3.0 15.9 13 654 75.1 0.69 0.30
3.5 15.0 12 199 70.5 0.73 0.32
4.0 14.5 13 233 65.7 0.78 0.35
4.5 12.4 9728 60.6 0.82 0.38
5.0 11.1 7191 55.1 0.85 0.40
5.5 9.5 5885 49.2 0.93 0.43
6.0 7.9 4079 42.6 0.99 0.49
6.5 6.2 3938 35.1 1.13 0.58
7.0 4.1 2191 25.9 1.38 0.74
7.5 1.3 967 12.8 2.40 1.32
8.0 0.3 39 5.4 3.72 2.82
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Figure 3: F2 and P1 for electrons calculated from the ”only primary” ionization cluster size
distributions in the basic interaction volume with a diameter of 2.48 nm (see II.A. for more
information). The cluster size distributions were simulated by the two Monte Carlo codes
TOPAS and NOREC.
Figure 4: Electron and proton spectra at a depth of 75mm (sphere number 15).
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Figure 5: F2 for an increasing number of simulated histories at the first scorer on the central
axis. The star symbols represent the values from the ”fast” method, where the proton
spectrum was convoluted with the cumulative cluster size distributions F2 which include
ionizations from electrons. The triangles represent the mean cumulative probability F2 of
the ”slow and detailed” method, where the interference term was not added. The triangles
pointing downwards represent the mean F2 values, where the electron ICSD were simulated
with NOREC. The triangle pointing upwards represent the values, where the electron ICSD
were obtained with TOPAS.
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Figure 6: Mean F2 values along the central axis z are shown. The star symbols represent
the values from the ”fast” method. The triangles pointing upwards represent the values of
F2 obtained from the ”slow and detailed” method, where the electrons were simulated with
TOPAS. The triangles pointing downwards represent the values of F2 obtained from the
”slow and detailed” method, where the electrons were simulated with NOREC. The squares
represent the values of the mean F2 values, which were acquired in the same way as in the
”slow and detailed” method but with a reduced number of electrons because it is assumed
that the ”fast” method underestimates the number of electrons. For more information see
the text and the appendix.
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Figure 7: A scoring sphere with layers of basic interaction volumes adjoining the scoring
surface.
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• The spherical scoring volume, here the inner, dark blue sphere, has a diameter of 600 µm559
and is surrounded by a 50 µm thick shell. In these 700 µm spheres track structure Monte560
Carlo simulations are performed to assure that the scored spectra on the surfaces of561
the 600 µm spheres are accurate.562
• The energy dependence of F2 in the basic interaction volume with a diameter of 2.48 nm563
corresponding to a volume of 8 nm3 for protons. ”Only primaries” refers to the ioniza-564
tion cluster size distributions where the contributions of the secondary particles were565
excluded as defined in II.A..566
• F2 and P1 for electrons calculated from the ”only primary” ionization cluster size567
distributions in the basic interaction volume with a diameter of 2.48 nm (see II.A. for568
more information). The cluster size distributions were simulated by the two Monte569
Carlo codes TOPAS and NOREC.570
• Electron and proton spectra at a depth of 75mm (sphere number 15).571
• F2 for an increasing number of simulated histories at the first scorer on the central572
axis. The star symbols represent the values from the ”fast” method, where the pro-573
ton spectrum was convoluted with the cumulative cluster size distributions F2 which574
include ionizations from electrons. The triangles represent the mean cumulative prob-575
ability F2 of the ”slow and detailed” method, where the interference term was not576
added. The triangles pointing downwards represent the mean F2 values, where the577
electron ICSD were simulated with NOREC. The triangle pointing upwards represent578
the values, where the electron ICSD were obtained with TOPAS.579
• Mean F2 values along the central axis z are shown. The star symbols represent the580
values from the ”fast” method. The triangles pointing upwards represent the values of581
F2 obtained from the ”slow and detailed” method, where the electrons were simulated582
with TOPAS. The triangles pointing downwards represent the values of F2 obtained583
from the ”slow and detailed” method, where the electrons were simulated with NOREC.584
The squares represent the values of the mean F2 values, which were acquired in the585
same way as in the ”slow and detailed” method but with a reduced number of electrons586
because it is assumed that the ”fast” method underestimates the number of electrons.587
For more information see the text and the appendix.588
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• A scoring sphere with layers of basic interaction volumes adjoining the scoring surface.589
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